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The genuine Kaluza–Klein-like theories—with no ﬁelds in addition to gravity—have diﬃculties with the
existence of massless spinors after the compactiﬁcation of some space dimensions [E. Witten, Nucl.
Phys. B 186 (1981) 412; E. Witten, Fermion quantum numbers in Kaluza–Klein theories, Princeton Tech-
nical Rep. PRINT-83-1056, October 1983]. We proposed in [N.S. Mankocˇ Borštnik, H.B. Nielsen, Phys. Lett.
B 633 (2006) 771, hep-th/0509101; N.S. Mankocˇ Borštnik, H.B. Nielsen, hep-th/0311037] a boundary con-
dition for spinors in (1 + 5) compactiﬁed on a ﬂat disk that ensures masslessness of spinors (with all
positive half integer charges) in d = (1 + 3) as well as their chiral coupling to the corresponding back-
ground gauge gravitational ﬁeld. In this Letter we study the same toy model, proposing a boundary
condition allowing a massless spinor of one handedness and only one charge (1/2) and inﬁnitely many
massive spinors of the same charge, allowing disc to be curved. We deﬁne the operator of momentum to
be Hermitean on the vector space of spinor states—the solutions on a disc with the boundary.
© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.1. Introduction
The major problem of the compactiﬁcation procedure in all
Kaluza–Klein-like [1] theories with only gravity and no additional
gauge ﬁelds is how to ensure that massless spinors be mass pro-
tected after the compactiﬁcation. Namely, even if we start with
only one Weyl spinor in some even-dimensional space of d = 2
modulo 4 dimensions (i.e. in d = 2(2n + 1), n = 0,1,2, . . . ) so that
there appear no Majorana mass if no conserved charges exist and
families are allowed, as we have proven in Ref. [2], and accordingly
with the mass protection from the very beginning, a compactiﬁca-
tion of m dimensions gives rise to a spinor of one handedness in d
with both handedness in (d −m) and is accordingly not mass pro-
tected any longer.
And besides, since the spin (or the total conserved angular
momentum) in the compactiﬁed part of space will in space of
(d − m) dimensions manifest accordingly a charge of both signs
while in the second quantization procedure antiparticles of op-
posite charges appear anyhow, doubling the number of massless
spinors when coming from d(= 2(2n+1))-dimensional space down
to d = 4 (after the second quantized procedure) is not in agree-
ment with what we observe. Therefore there must be some re-
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E-mail address: norma.mankoc@fmf.uni-lj.si (N.S. Mankocˇ Borštnik).0370-2693/$ – see front matter © 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2008.04.017quirements, some boundary conditions [3], which ensure in a com-
pactiﬁcation procedure that only spinors of one handedness and
one charge survive if Kaluza–Klein-like theories have some mean-
ing, what due to the beautifulness of the idea of the gravity as the
only gauge ﬁeld we would hope for.
One of us [4–9] has for long tried to unify the spin and all
the charges to only the spin, so that spinors would in d  4 carry
nothing but (two kinds of1) a spin and interact accordingly with
only the gauge ﬁelds of the corresponding generators of the in-
ﬁnitesimal transformations (of translations and two kinds of the
Lorentz transformations in the space of spinors), that is with viel-
beins f αa2 and (two kinds of) spin connections (ωabα , which are
the gauge ﬁelds of Sab = i4 (γ aγ b −γ bγ a) and ω˜abα , which are the
gauge ﬁelds of S˜ab = i4 (γ˜ aγ˜ b − γ˜ bγ˜ a), with {γ a, γ˜ b}+ = 0).
1 To understand the appearance of the two kinds of spin we invite the reader to
look at Refs. [9–11].
2 f αa are inverted vielbeins to eaα with the properties eaα f αb = δab , eaα f βa =
δ
β
α . Latin indices a,b, . . . ,m,n, . . . , s, t, . . . denote a tangent space (a ﬂat index),
while Greek indices α,β, . . . ,μ,ν, . . . , σ , τ , . . . denote an Einstein index (a curved
index). Letters from the beginning of both the alphabets indicate a general index
(a,b, c, . . . and α,β,γ , . . . ), from the middle of both the alphabets the observed
dimensions 0,1,2,3 (m,n, . . . and μ,ν, . . . ), indices from the bottom of the alpha-
bets indicate the compactiﬁed dimensions (s, t, . . . and σ ,τ , . . . ). We assume the
signature ηab = diag{1,−1,−1, . . . ,−1}.
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momentum of a spinor
p0a = f αa p0α, p0αψ = pα − 1
2
Scdωcdα. (1)
The corresponding Lagrange density L for a Weyl spinor has the
form L= E 12 [(ψ†γ 0γ a p0aψ) + (ψ†γ 0γ a p0aψ)†] and leads to
L= ψ†γ 0γ a
{
E
(
pa − 1
2
Scdωcda
)
+ 1
2
{
pα, E f
α
a
}
−
}
ψ, (2)
with E = det(eaα). If we have no gravity in d = (1 + 3), and for
ωabc = 0, while f σ s = δσs f (ρ), the equations of motion follow{
Eγ 0γmpm + E f γ 0γ s
(
ps + 1
2E f
{ps, E f }−
)}
ψ = 0. (3)
(We use s, t , or σ ,τ , to denote the two compactiﬁed dimensions
(x5 and x6 for the ﬂat and the Einstein index, respectively), m,n,
to denote the ﬂat experimentally observed 1 + 3 = d − m dimen-
sions, and a,b, and α,β , to denote all the ﬂat and Einstein indices,
respectively.) The authors of this work found a way out of the
“Witten’s no go theorem” for a toy model of M(1+3)× a ﬂat ﬁnite
disk in (1 + 5)-dimensional space [3] by postulating a particular
boundary condition, which allows a spinor to carry only one hand-
edness after the compactiﬁcation—but many charges (all positive
integers). Massless spinors then chirally couple to the correspond-
ing background gauge gravitational ﬁeld, which solves equations of
motion for a free ﬁeld, linear in the Riemann curvature, while the
current through the boundary for the massless and all the massive
solutions is equal to zero. In Ref. [3] the boundary condition was
written in a covariant way as
Rˆψ |wall = 0, Rˆ= 12
(
1− in(ρ)an(φ)bγ aγ b
)
, Rˆ2 = Rˆ, (4)
with n(ρ) = (0,0,0,0, cosφ, sinφ),n(φ) = (0,0,0,0,− sinφ, cosφ),
which are the two unit vectors perpendicular and tangential to the
boundary of the disk at ρ0, respectively. The operator Rˆ is a pro-
jector. It can for the above choice of the two vectors n(ρ) and n(φ)
be written as
Rˆ= 56[−] = 1
2
(
1− iγ 5γ 6). (5)
In Appendix A properties of the Clifford algebra objects
ab
(±), ab[±]
are presented. The boundary condition requires that only mass-
less states (fulﬁlling equations of motion (Eq. (3))) of one (let us
say right) handedness with respect to the compactiﬁed disk are
allowed. Accordingly massless states of only one handedness are
allowed in d = (1 + 3) for each charge. Since the realistic the-
ory, leading to massless states of only one charge is desirable, we
search for boundary conditions, which would lead to one massless
state of one handedness and only one charge.
In this Letter:
(i) We formulate the boundary condition allowing one massless
state of one handedness and only one charge and inﬁnitely
many massive states with the same charge so that to each
mass only one state corresponds.
(ii) We deﬁne the operator for momentum pa so that it becomes
Hermitean on the vector space of states fulﬁlling the boundary
conditions and we comment on the orthogonality relations of
these states.
(iii) We study the properties of states on a curved disc with the
boundary.2. Boundary conditions
The boundary condition, presented in Ref. [2], allows massless
spinors of only one handedness but of all positive half integer
charges. To resemble with our toy model a “realistic theory” at
d = (1 + 3) the massless spinor must manifest in d = (1 + 3) only
one charge. The boundary condition on a disc which does lead to
massless spinors of only one handedness and only one charge and
which leads to inﬁnite many massive spinors of the same charge
is as follows
Rˆ′ψ |wall = 0,
Rˆ′ = 1
2
( 56[−] +eiθn(φ)a pan(φ)bγ b 56[−] n(ρ)cγ cn(ρ)dpd + h.c.) (6)
with
56[−]= (1 − in(ρ)an(φ)bγ aγ b), while θ is a parameter. If taking
n(ρ)a = (0,0,0,0, cosφ, sinφ) and n(φ)a = (0,0,0,0,− sinφ, cosφ),
Rˆ′ in Eq. (6) simpliﬁes to
Rˆ′ = 56[−] + cos θ 56[+]
(
− i
ρ
∂
∂ρ
∂
∂φ
)
. (7)
The two conditions, the one of Eq. (7) and that of Eq. (5), coin-
cide for θ = (2k + 1)π/2, where k is an integer. However, while
Rˆ is a projector, Rˆ′ is not. Both, Rˆ and Rˆ′ , are Hermitean.
Accordingly Oˆ = I − 2Rˆ, with Oˆ2 = I and Oˆ† = Oˆ, is unitary,
while Oˆ′ = I − 2Rˆ′ is not unitary. We shall see that when re-
quiring that solutions of equations of motion obey the condition
Rˆ′kψ |ρ=ρ0 = 0, for k = 1, the same states are projected out for
any k. In this sense also Oˆ′ manifests unitarity on the states of so-
lutions (obeying boundary conditions on the boundary, where both
operators only apply).
3. Equations of motion and solutions
We study two cases:
(i) We assume that the two-dimensional space of coordinates x5
and x6 is a Euclidean plane M(2) (with no gravity) so that
f σ s = δσ s , ω56s = 0, with the rotational symmetry around the
origin,
(ii) We assume that space of x5 and x6 is curved with the
zweibein f σ s = δσ s f (ρ), with ρ , deﬁned by x5 = ρ cosφ,
x6 = ρ sinφ, so that the rotational symmetry around the axis
perpendicular to the plane of x5 and x6 is preserved.
If the Euclidean plane is curved on S2 with the radius ρ0
and the rotational symmetry around the axis perpendicular to
the plane of x5 and x6, then f (ρ) = 1 + ( ρρ0 )2. From ds2 =
esσ esτ dxσ dxτ = f −2(dρ2 + ρ2 dφ2) we ﬁnd E = f −2(ρ).
Wave functions describing spinors in (1+ 5)-dimensional space
demonstrating M(1+3)× a disk symmetry are required to obey
Eq. (3).
The most general solution for a free particle in d = (1 + 5)
should be written as a superposition of all four (26/2−1) states of
a single Weyl representation. The reader can see in Appendix A
technical details about how to write a Weyl representation in
terms of the Clifford algebra objects after making a choice of the
Cartan subalgebra, for which we take: S03, S12, S56. In our tech-
nique [10] one spinor representation—the four states which are the
eigenstates of the chosen Cartan subalgebra—are the following four
products of projections
ab[k] and nilpotents ab(k):
ϕ11 =
56
(+) 03(+i) 12(+) ψ0,
ϕ12 =
56
(+) 03[−i] 12[−] ψ0,
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56[−] 03[−i] 12(+) ψ0,
ϕ22 =
56[−] 03(+i) 12[−] ψ0, (8)
where ψ0 is a vacuum state. If we write the operators of handed-
ness in d = (1+ 5) as Γ (1+5) = γ 0γ 1γ 2γ 3γ 5γ 6 (= 23i S03S12S56),
in d = (1 + 3) as Γ (1+3) = −iγ 0γ 1γ 2γ 3 (= 22i S03S12) and in the
two-dimensional space as Γ (2) = iγ 5γ 6 (= 2S56), we ﬁnd that all
four states are left handed with respect to Γ (1+5) , with the eigen-
value −1, the ﬁrst two states are right handed and the second
two states are left handed with respect to Γ (2) , with the eigen-
values 1 and −1, respectively, while the ﬁrst two are left handed
and the second two right handed with respect to Γ (1+3) with the
eigenvalues −1 and 1, respectively. Taking into account Eq. (8) we
may write the most general wave function ψ(6) obeying Eq. (3) in
d = (1+ 5) as
ψ(6) =A 56(+)ψ(4)(+) +B
56[−]ψ(4)[−], (9)
where A and B depend on x5 and x6, while ψ(4)
(+) and ψ
(4)
[−] de-
termine the spin and the coordinate dependent parts of the wave
function ψ(6) in d = (1+ 3)
ψ
(4)
(+) = α+
03
(+i) 12(+) + β+
03[−i] 12[−],
ψ
(4)
[−] = α−
03[−i] 12(+) + β−
03
(+i) 12[−]. (10)
Using ψ(6) in Eq. (3) we recognize the following expressions as
the mass terms: α+α− (p
0 − p3) − β+α− (p1 − ip2) = m,
β+
β− (p
0 + p3) −
α+
β− (p
1 + ip2) =m, α−α+ (p0 + p3)+
β−
α+ (p
1 − ip2) =m, β−
β+ (p
0 − p3)+
α−
β+ (p
1 − ip2) = m. (One can notice that for massless solutions
(m = 0) the ψ(4)+ and ψ(4)− decouple.) We end up with the equa-
tions of motion for A and B as follows
−2i f
(
∂
∂z
+ ∂ ln
√
E f
∂z
)
B+mA= 0,
−2i f
(
∂
∂ z¯
+ ∂ ln
√
E f
∂ z¯
)
A+mB = 0, (11)
where z := x5 + ix6 = ρeiφ , z¯ := x5 − ix6 = ρe−iφ and ∂
∂z = 12 ( ∂∂x5 −
i ∂
∂x6
) = e−iφ2 ( ∂∂ρ − iρ ∂∂φ ), ∂∂ z¯ = 12 ( ∂∂x5 + i ∂∂x6 ) = e
iφ
2 (
∂
∂ρ + iρ ∂∂φ ). We
can rewrite Eq. (11) in a more compact form as follows
−2i f ∂
∂z
(B
√
E f ) +mA√E f = 0,
−2i f ∂
∂ z¯
(A
√
E f ) +mB√E f = 0. (12)
Having the rotational symmetry around the axis perpendicular on
the ﬁfth and the sixth dimension we require that ψ(6) is the eigen-
function of the total angular momentum operator M56,
M56ψ(6) =
(
n + 1
2
)
ψ(6), M56 = x5p6 − x6p5 + S56. (13)
Then A=An(ρ)einφ and B = Bn(ρ)ei(n+1)φ .
Spinors which manifest masslessness in d = (1 + 3) must obey
Eqs. (11), (12) for m = 0. One easily sees that for m = 0 and
any f , which determines the curvature in the ﬁfth and the sixth
dimension ( f σ s = δσs f (ρ), while ωabs = 0), we ﬁnd the solution
of Eq. (12) with the total angular momentum in the ﬁfth and the
sixth dimension equal to n + 1/2 as follows
ψ
(6)n+1/2
0 = αnzn
√
f
56
(+) ψ(4)(+)0 + βn z¯n
√
f
56[−] ψ(4)[−]0. (14)
There is a solution for any positive integer n and there is ob-
viously no mass protection, since the solution for any chosen nis the superposition of the left- and the right-handed compo-
nents in d = (1 + 3). Taking into account the boundary condition
of Eq. (4) one sees that βn must be zero for all n, accordingly
ψ
(6)n+1/2
0 = αnzn
√
f
56
(+) ψ(4)(+)0 for any f (ρ), which means that
only solutions of one handedness in d = (1 + 3) are allowed, as-
suring the mass protection mechanism in d = (1+ 3). However, all
the positive integers n are allowed (we require n 0 to ensure the
integrability of solutions at the origin).
Taking into account the boundary condition of Eq. (7) we see
that βn must still be zero for any n, while now the condition
Rˆ′ψ(6)n+1/20 |ρ=ρ0 = 0 leads to the condition
n
(
n + ρ ∂ ln
√
f
∂ρ
)∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0
= 0. (15)
In the case that a disc is ﬂat with the boundary at ρ = ρ0 we get
that only n = 0 fulﬁlls the boundary condition of Eqs. (7), (15). If a
disk is curved on a sphere with radius ρ0 and we put a boundary
at ρ = ρ0, then f = (1 + ( ρρ0 )2) and the boundary condition re-
quires n(n + 12 ) = 0. Again the only solution is n = 0, since n is an
integer. More general f would lead to rational or irrational num-
bers (and so would a boundary at some other ρ1 = ρ0), so that we
can conclude that n = 0 is the only solution even if the disk is not
ﬂat.
Therefore for m = 0 we get as the only solution for any curva-
ture f ( f σ s = f δσ s , ω56s = 0, s = 5,6; σ = 5,6,)
ψ
(6)1/2
0 = a0
56
(+) ψ(4)(+)0 (16)
and accordingly this massless state is mass protected and mani-
fests spin 1/2 (as we shall see) as the only charge in d = (1 + 3)
(Eq. (13)).
In the massive case (m = 0) we get for f = 1 the following
solutions of Eq. (12)
ψ
(6)n+1/2
m =Nneinφ
{
Jn
56
(+) ψ(4)(+)m − ieiφ Jn+1
56[−] ψ(4)[−]m
}
, (17)
where Jn are the Bessel’s functions of the ﬁrst order, which de-
pend on ρ , while Nn determines the normalization [2].
If we require that the boundary condition of Eq. (5) should be
fulﬁlled, then Jn+1|ρ=ρ0 = 0 and the zeros of Jn+1 determine for
each n and each zero of Jn a (different) mass m.
If we require that the boundary condition of Eq. (7) is ful-
ﬁlled, then only n = 0 is the solution. In this case we namely have
Jn+1|ρ=ρ0 = 0 and n( 1ρ ∂ Jn∂ρ )|ρ=ρ0 = 0. It turns out that n = 0 is
the only possibility, since Jn+1|ρ=ρ0 = 0 = ∂ Jn∂ρ |ρ=ρ0 is true only
for n = 0. This relation is fulﬁlled for inﬁnitely many masses mi =
α1i/ρ0, i = 1, . . . , where index i determines the successive num-
ber of a zero of J1 at ρ = ρ0. There are accordingly inﬁnitely many
massive solutions, which obey the equations of motion (Eq. (12))
for f = 1 and the boundary condition of Eq. (7), all having eigen-
value of M56 equal to 1/2,
ψ
(6)1/2
mi
=Ni
(
J0(α1iρ/ρ0)
56
(+) ψ(4)
(+)mi
− i J1(α1iρ/ρ0)
56[−] ψ(4)[−]mi
)
. (18)
For f = (1+ ( ρρ0 )2) the solutions of Eq. (12) obeying the boundary
condition of Eq. (7) cannot be found among the known functions,
but we still know that they have the eigenvalue of M56 equal to
1/2 and we also guess that they behave pretty like the two Bessel’s
functions in Eq. (18).
4. Current through the wall
The current perpendicular to the wall can be written as
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jˆ⊥ = −γ 0
{
e−iφ
56
(+) +eiφ 56(−)}. (19)
For physically acceptable cases when spinors are localized inside
the disk the current through the wall must be equal to zero{
ψ† jˆ⊥ψ
}∣∣
ρ=ρ0 = 0. (20)
One easily checks that—since the current operator jˆ⊥ changes the
handedness of a state—in the massless case (since massless states
of only one handedness exist (Eq. (16)) and all the massive cases
(the product of A and B appears in the current and B is zero, in
particular in Eq. (18) J1i |ρ=ρ0 = 0) the current through the wall is
for both types of the boundary conditions equal to zero.
5. Hermiticity of the operators and orthogonality of solutions
The operators ps (and consequently also (γ s ps)2) are not Her-
mitean on the space of solutions which have nonzero values on
the boundary ρ = ρ0, since then
∫
d2x ps(ψ
†
i ψ j) = 0. We deﬁne
therefore a new operator pˆs . We take care of a ﬂat disc with the
boundary.
Statement. The operators pˆs ,
pˆs = i
{
∂
∂xs
− 1
2
xs
ρ
δ(ρ − ρ0)
56[+]
}
, (21)
are Hermitean on the vector space of solutions presented in Eqs. (16), (18).
Proof. Since the expectation value of pˆs is zero between the mass-
less states (Eq. (16)) and so is also between the massless and all
the massive states (Eq. (18)), we check the Hermiticity of the op-
erator (γ s pˆs)2 = ps ps + 12 {( ∂∂ρ + 1ρ )δ(ρ − ρ0) + δ(ρ − ρ0)( ∂∂ρ −
i
ρ
∂
∂φ
)}, where ps ps = ∂2∂ρ2 + 1ρ2 ∂
2
∂φ2
+ 1ρ ∂∂φ (
∫
d2xψ†i (γ
s ps)2ψ j =∫
d2xψ†i ψ jm
2δi j). We ought to check only the x5 and x6 part,
with the corresponding spin components included. We obtain
for the expectation values of (γ s pˆs)2 between the massless and
a massive state the values:
∫
d2x Tr56( J0i
56
(+))†[(γ s pˆs)2
56
(+)] =
π α1iρ0 (ρ J1i)|ρ=ρ0 =
∫
d2x Tr56[(γ s pˆs)2 J0i
56
(+)]† 56(+)= π(−α1iρ0 ρ ×
J1i)|ρ=ρ0 = 0, due to the properties of the Bessel functions J1i =
− ρ0α1i
∂ J0i
∂ρ with J1i(α1i) = 0 and the property of the delta function∫ ρ0
0 g(ρ)
∂δ(ρ−ρ0)
∂ρ = − ∂ g(ρ)∂ρ |ρ=ρ0 , where g(ρ) is any smooth func-
tion of ρ . Accordingly the massless state is orthogonal to all the
massive states. Taking into account that for the Bessel functions
∂ J1i
∂ρ = α1iρ0 J0i +
ρ0
α1i
1
ρ
∂ J0i
∂ρ one ﬁnds that for i = k it follows
∫
d2x Tr56
(
J0i
56
(+) −i J1i
56[−] eiφ)†[(γ s pˆs)2( J0k 56(+) −i J1k 56[−] eiφ)]
= 2π
{ ρ0∫
0
ρ dρ
[−(mk)2( J0i J0k + J1i J1k)]
+ 1
2
(
−ρ ∂ J0i
∂ρ
J0k + ρ J1i J0k α1k
ρ0
)∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0
}
= 2π(ρ J0i J1k + ρ J1i J0k)|ρ=ρ0 = 0, (22)
since J1k(α1k) = 0. We checked accordingly the Hermiticity of the
operator ρ(γ s pˆs)2 on the vector space of the massive states and
correspondingly also the orthogonality of these states.
Let us add the normalization property of the massive states∫
d2x Tr56
(
J0i
56
(+) −i J1i
56[−] eiφ)†(γ s pˆs)2( J0i 56(+) −i J1i 56[−] eiφ)
= −π(mk)2
(
ρ2
(
J20i + J21i
))∣∣
ρ=ρ0 = π
(
ρ2 J20i
)∣∣
ρ=ρ0 , (23)
since mi = α0 iρ0 .
We conclude that on the space of solutions (Eqs. (16), (18)) the
operators pˆs (Eq. (21)) are Hermitean and the solutions are orthog-
onal. Since we do not know the explicit expressions for solutions
on the curved disc ( f = 1), we do not comment orthogonality
properties of these functions. 
6. Properties of spinors in d= (1+ 3)
To study how do spinors couple to the Kaluza–Klein gauge
ﬁelds in the case of M(1+5) , “broken” to M(1+3)× a ﬂat disk with
ρ0 and with the involution boundary condition, which allows only
right-handed spinors at ρ0, we ﬁrst look for (background) gauge
gravitational ﬁelds, which preserve the rotational symmetry on the
disk. Following Ref. [3] we ﬁnd for the background vielbein ﬁeld
eaα =
(
δmμ emσ = 0
esμ esσ
)
, f αa =
(
δμm f σm
0 = f μs f σ s
)
, (24)
with f σm = Aμδμmεσ τ xτ and the spin connection ﬁeld
ωstμ = −εst Aμ, ωsmμ = −1
2
Fμνδ
ν
mεsσ x
σ . (25)
The U (1) gauge ﬁeld Aμ depends only on xμ . All the other com-
ponents of the spin connection ﬁelds are zero, since for simplicity
we allow no gravity in (1+ 3)-dimensional space.
To determine the current, coupled to the Kaluza–Klein gauge
ﬁelds Aμ , we analyze the spinor action
S =
∫
ddx Eψ¯(6)γ a p0aψ
(6)
=
∫
ddx ψ¯(6)γmδμmpμψ
(6)
+
∫
ddx ψ¯(6)γm(−)Ssmωsmμψ(6) +
∫
ddx ψ¯(6)γ sδσ s pσ ψ
(6)
+
∫
ddx ψ¯(6)γmδμmAμ
(
εσ τ x
τ pσ + S56
)
ψ(6). (26)
ψ(6) are solutions of the Weyl equation in d = (1 + 5). E is for
f αa from Eq. (24) equal to f −2. The ﬁrst term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (26) is the kinetic term (together with the last term
deﬁnes the covariant derivative p0μ in d = (1 + 3)). The second
term on the right-hand side contributes nothing when the inte-
gration over the disk is performed, since it is proportional to xσ
(ωsmμ = − 12 Fμνδνmεsσ xσ ).
We end up with
jμ =
∫
d2x ψ¯(6)γmδμmM
56ψ(6) (27)
as the current in d = (1 + 3). The charge in d = (1 + 3) is propor-
tional to the total angular momentum M56 = L56 + S56 on a disk,
which for either massless or massive spinors is equal to 1/2.
7. Conclusions
We presented for a toy model the boundary condition which
makes massless spinors which in M1+5 carry nothing but a spin to
live in M(1+3)× a disk with a boundary and manifest in M(1+3)—
if massless—as a left-handed spinor (with no right-handed part-
ner and accordingly mass protected), which carries only one kind
of the Kaluza–Klein type of charge and chirally couples to the
corresponding Kaluza–Klein gauge ﬁeld (so that after the second
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particular charge and the opposite one appear, respectively).
We propose the boundary condition
{Oˆ′ψ = ψ}|ρ=ρ)0, Oˆ = I − 2Rˆ′,
Rˆ′ = 56[−] + cos θ 56[+]
(
− i
ρ
∂
∂ρ
∂
∂φ
)
, (28)
which is in Eq. (6) presented in a Lorentz invariant way, with θ
which is an arbitrary parameter = (2k + 1)π/2, and k is any in-
teger. This boundary condition allows in the massless case only
the right-handed spinor to live on the disk and accordingly man-
ifests left handedness in M(1+3) . The massless and the massive
solutions have the eigenvalue of the total angular momentum in
the ﬁfth and the sixth dimension equal to 1/2, which then man-
ifests as a charge in d = (1 + 3). The massless solution is mass
protected. When a disk is ﬂat, the massless solution is indepen-
dent of x5 and x6, while the massive solutions are expressible in
terms of the Bessel’s functions J0(αiρ/ρ0) and J1(αiρ/ρ0), deﬁn-
ing masses mi = αi/ρ0 through the requirement that the ith zero
of J1 is zero at ρ = ρ0.
We deﬁne a generalized momentum
pˆs = i
{
∂
∂xs
− 1
2
(
cosφ
sinφ
)
δ(ρ − ρ0)
56[+]
}
, (29)
which is Hermitean on the vector space of states obeying equa-
tions of motion (Eq. (3)) for f σ s = δσs and our boundary condition
(Eq. (28)). Accordingly also the operator γ s pˆsγ t pˆt is Hermitean
on the same vector space, and the states are accordingly orthogo-
nal, with the eigenvalues of this operator which demonstrate the
masses of states.
The negative −1/2 charge states appear only after the second
quantization procedure in agreement with what we observe.
If the disc is curved, so that f σ s = δσs f , with f = (1 + ( ρρ0 )2)
if it is on S2 with a radius ρ0, the solutions obeying Eqs. (3), (28)
have similar properties as for f = 1, but in this case we present
only the explicit expression for the massless state, while the mas-
sive ones stayed to be determined.
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Appendix A. Spinor representation technique in terms of Clifford
algebra objects
We deﬁne [10] spinor representations as superposition of prod-
ucts of the Clifford algebra objects γ a so that they are eigenstates
of the chosen Cartan subalgebra of the Lorentz algebra SO(d), de-
termined by the generators Sab = i/4(γ aγ b − γ bγ a). By introduc-
ing the notation
ab
(±i):= 1
2
(
γ a ∓ γ b), ab[±i]:= 1
2
(
1± γ aγ b), for ηaaηbb = −1,
ab
(±):= 1
2
(
γ a ± iγ b), ab[±]:= 1
2
(
1± iγ aγ b), for ηaaηbb = 1,
(A.1)
it can be checked that the above binomials are really “eigenvec-
tors” of the generators Sab ,
Sab
ab
(k):= k
2
ab
(k), Sab
ab[k]:= k
2
ab[k]. (A.2)Accordingly we have
03
(±i):= 1
2
(
γ 0 ∓ γ 3), 03[±i]:= 1
2
(
1± γ 0γ 3),
12
(±):= 1
2
(
γ 1 ± iγ 2), 12[±]:= 1
2
(
1± iγ 1γ 2),
56
(±):= 1
2
(
γ 5 ± iγ 6), 56[±]:= 1
2
(
1± iγ 5γ 6), (A.3)
with eigenvalues of S03 equal to ± i2 for
03
(±i) and 03[±i], and to ± 12
for
12
(±) and 12[±], as well as for 56(±) and 56[±].
We further ﬁnd
γ a
ab
(k)= ηaa ab[−k], γ b ab(k)= −ik ab[−k],
γ a
ab[k]= ab(−k), γ b ab[k]= −ikηaa ab(−k). (A.4)
We also ﬁnd
ab
(k)
ab
(k)= 0, ab(k) ab(−k)= ηaa ab[k], ab[k] ab[k]= ab[k], ab[k] ab[−k]= 0,
ab
(k)
ab[k]= 0, ab[k] ab(k)= ab(k), ab(k) ab[−k]= ab(k), ab[k] ab(−k)= 0. (A.5)
To represent one Weyl spinor in d = (1 + 5), one must make a
choice of the operators belonging to the Cartan subalgebra of 3 el-
ements of the group SO(1,5)
S03, S12, S56. (A.6)
Any eigenstate of the Cartan subalgebra (Eq. (A.6)) must be a prod-
uct of three binomials, each of which is an eigenstate of one of the
three elements. A left-handed spinor (Γ (1+5) = −1) representation
with 26/2−1 basic states is presented in Eq. (8). For example, the
state
03
(+i) 12(+) 56(+) ψ0, where ψ0 is a vacuum state (any, which is
not annihilated by the operator in front of the state) has the eigen-
values of S03, S12 and S56 equal to i2 ,
1
2 and
1
2 , correspondingly.
All the other states of one representation of SO(1,5) follow from
this one by just the application of all possible Sab , which do not
belong to the Cartan subalgebra.
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